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Abstract
We show, using either Fock space techniques or Macdonald difference operators, that certain sym-
plectic and orthogonal analogues of Okounkov’s Schur measure are determinantal with kernels given
by explicit double contour integrals. We give two applications: one equates certain Toeplitz+Hankel
determinants of random matrix theory with appropriate Fredholm determinants and computes Szego˝
asymptotics for the former; another finds that the simplest examples of said measures exhibit discrete
sine kernel asymptotics in the bulk and Airy 2 to 1 kernel—along with a certain dual—asymptotics at
the edge. We believe the edge behavior to be universal.
1 Introduction
The classical Cauchy identities for the symplectic and orthogonal characters, which pair one such function
with a Schur polynomial, read as follows—see, e.g., [KT87, Sun90]:
ÿ
λ
spλpx˘11 , . . . , x˘1N qsλpy1, . . . , yN q “
ź
1ďiăjďN
p1´ yiyjq
ź
1ďi,jďN
1
p1´ yixjqp1´ yix´1j q
,
ÿ
λ
oλpx˘11 , . . . , x˘1N qsλpy1, . . . , yN q “
ź
1ďiďjďN
p1´ yiyjq
ź
1ďi,jďN
1
p1´ yixjqp1´ yix´1j q
, (1.1)
ÿ
λ
oλpx˘11 , . . . , x˘1N , 1qsλpy1, . . . , yN q “
ź
1ďiăjďN
p1´ yiyjq
ź
1ďiďN
p1` yiq
ź
1ďi,jďN
1
p1´ yixjqp1´ yix´1j q
.
They can be used to construct (a priori complex) probability measures on partitions via
msppλq 9 spλpXqsλpY q, mopλq 9 oλpX˜qsλpY q (1.2)
where the alphabets X “ px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N q, Y “ py1, . . . , yN q are the parameter sets of said mea-
sures; X˜ stands for either px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N q or px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N , 1q; and the normalization con-
stants can be read from (1.1).
The purpose of this note is to show that msp and mo are determinantal measures with explicit
correlation kernels, in analogy with Okounkov’s Schur measure [Oko01]. We also give two applications:
one to the study of certain Toeplitz+Hankel determinants that previously appeared in random matrix
theory, and the second of an asymptotic nature where the KPZ-type kernels Airy2Ñ1 and a certain dual
appear.
Background. The Schur measure of Okounkov [Oko01], along with its slightly richer cousin—the
Schur process of Okounkov and Reshetikhin [OR03]—have, in the past twenty years, provided rich
interplay between combinatorics, probability, statistical mechanics, and enumerative geometry. They are
measures on partitions or sequences of partitions for which one can compute all correlation functions as
determinants [Oko01, OR03, BR05, Agg15]—in particular they yield rich sources of determinantal point
processes. In most cases one can use simple steepest descent asymptotic analysis to study thermodynamic
limits. This has been achieved for problems such as: distributions of longest increasing subsequences in
random permutations [BDJ99, BR01a, BR01b] and random words [TW01]; asymptotics of currents in the
totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) with both wedge and flat initial conditions [Joh00,
∗dan.betea@gmail.com
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SI04, Fer04]; last passage percolation with iid geometric or exponential weights [Joh00]; last passage
percolation with iid Bernoulli weights, poetically named oriented digital boiling [GTW01]; the arctic
circle theorem for the Aztec diamond [BBC`17]—but the approach has been implicitly used prior by
Johansson [Joh05]; z-measures in the representation theory of the infinite symmetric group [Oko99];
plane partitions [OR03]; and many others not listed here due to space constraints. We refer the reader
to the review articles of Borodin–Petrov [BP14] and Borodin–Gorin [BG16] for probabilistic/statistical
mechanical points of view; and to the (now surely dated) review of Okounkov [Oko06] for connections to
enumerative geometry.
In this note we discuss certain “type B, C and D” analogues of Schur measures, the ones mentioned
in (1.2). They are determinantal with simple correlation kernels. We give two applications, as described
below.
Main results. We now outline the main results proved or reproved in this paper. We do so in words
as much as possible and refer the reader to the respective sections for the precise statements.
Theorem A. The measures msp{o from (1.2) are determinantal with explicit correlation kernelsKsp{o
given by double contour integral formulae.
This is the main result of the present paper; it is the content of Theorem 4 for the case of variables and
of Theorem 6 for the case of arbitrary specializations. There is also a dual case for variables, Corollary 8.
We next consider the implications of Theorem A to certain Toeplitz+Hankel determinants which
appeared in random matrix theory [Joh97] and the study of symmetrized longest increasing subse-
quences [BR01a] to name but two examples—see also Remark 10. For that, fix a function fpzq “
exppR`pzq`R´pzqq “ řkPZ fkzk with R˘pzq “ řkě1 ρ˘k z˘k for pρ˘k qkě1 appropriately chosen numbers.
Denote fˇpzq “ 1{fp´zq having Fourier coefficients fˇk, k P Z. Consider the following Toeplitz+Hankel
determinants:
D
1
n “ detrfi´j ` fi`js0ďi,jďn´1, D2m “ detrfˇi´j ´ fˇi`j`2s0ďi,jďm´1,
D
3
n “ detrfi´j ´ fi`j`2s0ďi,jďn´1, D4m “ detrfˇi´j ` fˇi`js0ďi,jďm´1.
(1.3)
We can write these determinants as certain observables for the measures msp{o.
Theorem B. We have the following Gessel-like formulae:
1
2
D
1
n “
ÿ
λ:ℓpλqďn
spλpρ`qsλpρ´q, D2m “
ÿ
λ:λ1ďm
spλpρ`qsλpρ´q,
D
3
n “
ÿ
λ:ℓpλqďn
oλpρ`qsλpρ´q, 1
2
D
4
m “
ÿ
λ:λ1ďm
oλpρ`qsλpρ´q.
(1.4)
This is the content of Theorem 11 and we use fpρq for a symmetric function specialized at ρ: replacing
the Newton powersums k´1pk by the numbers ρk.
We next have an asymptotic Szego˝ result.
Theorem C. We have the Szego˝-like asymptotic formulae:
lim
nÑ8
1
2
D
1
n “ lim
mÑ8
D
2
m “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
kρ
`
k ρ
´
k ` ρ´2k ´
kpρ´k q2
2
˙
,
lim
nÑ8
D
3
n “ lim
mÑ8
1
2
D
4
m “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
kρ
`
k ρ
´
k ´ ρ´2k ´
kpρ´k q2
2
˙
.
(1.5)
This is the content of Theorem 4.1 and for us it is a simple consequence of the Cauchy identities (1.1)
and their generalizations to arbitrary specializations. Using different methods, the result was first proved
by Johansson [Joh97], and reproved subsequently by Basor–Ehrhardt, Dehaye and Deift–Its–Krasovsky
in [BE01, BE99, BE04, BE09, BE17, Deh07, DIK11].
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We also have a Borodin–Okounkov-type [BO00] result of the form Toeplitz+Hankel = Fredholm—see
also [TW01].
Theorem D. The Toeplitz+Hankel determinants D2m and
1
2
D4m are proportional to Fredholm deter-
minants of Ksp and Ko respectively.
This is the content of Theorem 13. We believe that, up to a reformulation, computation and somewhat
different assumptions, this result first appeared in [BE09].
We finally remark that all of the aforementioned results are stated analytically but proven using es-
sentially algebraic/combinatorial techniques. Thus a) it is entirely possible that the analytical conditions
we impose for convergence can be relaxed; and b) they all have formal power series analogues which we
do not discuss but see, e.g., [BO00] for a discussion of this formal aspect.
As a different type of application, for a positive real θ, we consider the measures
Psppλq 9 spλppl2θqsλpplθq, Popλq 9 oλppl2θqsλpplθq (1.6)
where plθ is the Plancherel specialization sending the first powersum p1 to θ and all the rest to 0. These
are signed measures whose bulk and edge asymptotic behavior (as θ Ñ 8) we analyze in detail. They
are somewhat contrite analogues of the Poissonized Plancherel measure on partitions [Oko01]. Never-
theless, at least at the edge, the behavior these measures exhibit should be universal and common to all
symplectic/orthogonal Schur measures having certain properties. We prove the following two theorems.
Theorem E. Asymptotically, the bulk behavior of Psp{o is governed by the discrete sine kernel.
Theorem F. Asymptotically, the edge behavior of Psp{o is governed by the Airy2Ñ1 kernel for Psp
and by a certain dual for Po.
These are the content of Theorem 16 (for the bulk) and of Theorems 17 and 21 (for the edge).
Outline. In Section 2 we define most of what we need. The symmetric function theory is recalled in
Section 2.1, while Fock space rudiments are recalled in Section 2.2. In Section 3 we prove Theorem A in
all its variants. For the case of alphabets (variables), we give two proofs: a self-contained one based on
Fock space calculations in 3.1 and a sketch based on recent work of Ghosal [Gho17] based on Macdonald
difference operators in 3.2. Finally we state and prove the case of general specializations in 3.3. Section 4
covers the Gessel-like and Szego˝-like Theorems B and C in 4.1 and the Borodin–Okounkov-like Theorem
D in 4.2. Section 5 is devoted to the asymptotic analysis of the bulk—Theorem E—and edge—Theorem
F—of the aforementioned analogues of the Poissonized Plancherel measure. We conclude, with an outlook
for future work, in Section 6.
Notations. Throughout, we will use the notation Z1 :“ Z ` 1
2
whenever dealing with Fock space
calculations. ta, bu :“ ab ` ba, ra, bs :“ ab ´ ba are used to denote anti-commutators and commutators
respectively. A :“ pa1, a2, . . . q, B :“ pb1, b2, . . . q, Y :“ py1, y2, . . . q will denote alphabets, a pedantic
name for collections of variables (or, in physicists’ language, for spectral parameters). We will need
finite alphabets for BC-symmetric Laurent polynomials of the form X :“ px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N q, and we
reserve X for this throughout. The letter ρ will always denote a specialization of the algebra of symmetric
functions Λ.
Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Estelle Basor, Je´re´mie Bouttier, Elia Bisi, Alexei
Borodin, Sasha Bufetov, La´szlo´ Erdo˝s, Patrik Ferrari, Christian Krattenthaler, Peter Nejjar, Anita Pon-
saing, Eric Rains, Arun Ram, Craig Tracy, Mirjana Vuletic´, Paul Zinn-Justin and Nikos Zygouras for
illuminating conversations and references to the literature. He is most grateful to Michael Wheeler for
kick-starting this project, for partly funding it, and especially for enduring, during numerous caffeinated
conversations, the author’s kibitzing on blitz chess1 and on early explorations into Fock space. Finally
remerciements should go to the Mathematics and Statistics Department at the University of Melbourne,
where part of the research has been conducted during the author’s antipodal visit in early two-thousand
eighteen.
1In particular, it is in the interest of the whole mathematical community that MW’s blitz chess rating does not exceed
two-thousand points by year’s end.
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2 Schur, symplectic, orthogonal and free fermions
2.1 Schur functions, symplectic and orthogonal characters
In this section we gather some generalities on Schur functions and on symplectic/orthogonal characters.
A partition is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative integers λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . , called parts, only
finitely many of which are non-zero. It has size |λ| “ ři λi and its length, denoted ℓpλq, is the number
of (non-zero) parts. For a partition λ, its conjugate, denoted λ1, is defined by λ1i “ |tj : λj ď iu|.
We denote by Λ the algebra of symmetric functions in a countable alphabet Y “ py1, y2, . . . q. Alge-
braic bases are given by the elementary and complete homogeneous symmetric functions ekpY q, hkpY q, k ě
0, themselves defined by their generating series
ÿ
iě0
hkpY qtk “
ź
i
1
1´ tyi :“ HpY ; tq,
ÿ
iě0
ekpY qtk “
ź
i
p1` tyiq :“ EpY ; tq. (2.1)
Note HpY ; tqEpY ;´tq “ 1. Another useful basis is that of the Newton powersums pk “
ř
i y
k
i , k ě 1
with generating series
exp
ÿ
kě1
pkpY qtk
k
“ HpY ; tq. (2.2)
Given alphabets Y “ py1, y2, . . . q, Z “ pz1, z2, . . . q we use the notation
HpY ;Zq :“
ź
i,j
1
1´ yizj “ exp
ÿ
kě1
pkpY qpkpZq
k
, EpY ;Zq :“
ź
i,j
1
1´ yizj “ exp
ÿ
kě1
p´1qk`1pkpY qpkpZq
k
(2.3)
and we also reserve the following for later purposes:
hsppY q :“
ź
iăj
p1´ yiyjq, hopY q :“
ź
iďj
p1´ yiyjq. (2.4)
Schur functions sλpY q form yet another linear basis of Λ and are defined, for now and our purposes,
by the Jacobi–Trudi formulae:
sλpY q “ detrhλi´i`jpY qs1ďi,jďℓpλq “ detreλ1i´i`jpY qs1ďi,jďλ1 . (2.5)
Using (2.5) one could actually define skew Schur functions as follows: for a partition µ Ď λ, sλ{µpY q “
detrhλi´i´pµj´jqpY qs1ďi,jďℓpλq. When µ “ 0 is the empty partition, sλ{0 “ sλ. For more on symmetric
functions, the reader should consult Chapter I of the scriptures [Mac95].
Let X “ px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N q be a finite alphabet containing variables and inverses, and let X˜ stand
for either X or pX, 1q :“ px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N , 1q. Given a partition λ of length ď N , we define the BC-
symmetric (symmetric under permuting and inverting variables) symplectic and orthogonal characters
via the following Jacobi–Trudi formulae:
spλpXq “ 1
2
detrhλi´i`jpXq ` hλi´i´j`2pXqs1ďi,jďℓpλq
“ detreλ1
i
´i`jpXq ´ eλ1
i
´i´jpXqs1ďi,jďλ1 ,
oλpX˜q “ detrhλi´i`jpX˜q ´ hλi´i´jpX˜qs1ďi,jďℓpλq
“ 1
2
detreλ1
i
´i`jpX˜q ` eλ1
i
´i´j`2pX˜qs1ďi,jďλ1 .
(2.6)
They are the irreducible characters of the symplectic and orthogonal groups where the x’s should be
viewed as eigenvalues of the corresponding conjugacy classes of matrices2. For more on these aspects,
we refer the reader to Chapters 24 and onwards of [FH91], as well as the review [Sun90] and references
therein.
Yet another way to define sp and o is in terms of the expansion in skew Schur functions. To wit, one
has
spλpXq “
ÿ
α
p´1q|α|{2sλ{αpXq, oλpX˜q “
ÿ
β
p´1q|β|{2sλ{βpX˜q (2.7)
2In the case of the orthogonal groups, the situation depends on whether the group has even or odd rank; we use X˜ to stand
for eigenvalues from both.
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where α ranges over all partitions having Frobenius coordinates α “ pa1, a2, . . . |a1 ` 1, a2 ` 1, . . . q; β
ranges over all partitions having Frobenius coordinates β “ pb1 ` 1, b2 ` 1, . . . |b1, b2, . . . q; the empty
partition is in both sets; and for a partition λ “ pa1, . . . |b1, . . . q we recall the Frobenius coordinates are
pai, biq “ pmaxpλi ´ i, 0q,maxpλ1i ´ i, 0qq.
The important properties, for probabilistic purposes, that these functions satisfy are the Cauchy and
dual Cauchy identities—see, e.g., [KT87, Sun90]:ÿ
λ
spλpXqsλpY q “ hsppY qHpX;Y q,
ÿ
λ
spλpXqsλ1pY q “ hopY qEpX;Y q,
ÿ
λ
oλpX˜qsλpY q “ hopY qHpX˜;Y q,
ÿ
λ
oλpX˜qsλ1pY q “ hsppY qEpX˜;Y q
(2.8)
which are analogues of the well-known [Mac95] identities for Schur functions:ÿ
λ
sλpY qsλpZq “ HpY ;Zq,
ÿ
λ
sλpY qsλ1pZq “ EpY ;Zq. (2.9)
The symplectic and orthogonal characters admit lifts to the algebra of symmetric functions. If Z is a
normal alphabet in a countable number of variables (i.e., not containing any inverses), then spλpZq and
oλpZq are defined either by equation 2.6 by replacing X{X˜ with Z, or by expanding hsppY qHpZ;Y q and
hopY qHpZ;Y q and picking the coefficients of sλpY q. We call these lifts the symplectic and orthogonal
Schur functions. They satisfy the natural property that if one then sets z2i´1 “ xi, z2i “ x´1i , 1 ď i ď N
and zj “ 0, j ą 2N then spλpZq becomes the BC-symmetric symplectic character spλpXq and similarly
for o.
Finally we can generalize the above a bit further by forgetting the variables X,Y, Z and noting these
functions could be defined entirely in terms of the e’s, h’s or p’s. To wit, a specialization ρ is an algebra
homomorphism ρ : Λ Ñ C. For f P Λ we write fpρq en lieu of ρpfq. We note specifying ρ is equivalent
to specifying either of the three collections hkpρq, ekpρq, pnpρq, k ě 0, n ě 1 (with the convention that
h0pρq “ e0pρq “ 1). The H and E generating series of ρ are respectively
Hpρ; tq :“
ÿ
kě0
hkpρqtk “ exp
ÿ
kě1
pkpρqtk
k
, Epρ; tq :“
ÿ
kě0
ekpρqtk “ exp
ÿ
kě1
p´1qk`1pkpρqtk
k
(2.10)
noting again Hpρ; tqEpρ;´tq “ 1. Further, if ρ, ρ1 are two specializations, we define
Hpρ;ρ1q :“ exp
ÿ
kě1
pkpρqpkpρ1q
k
,
hsppρq :“ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
p2kpρq
2k
´ p
2
kpρq
2k
˙
, hopρq :“ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
´p2kpρq
2k
´ p
2
kpρq
2k
˙
.
(2.11)
We remark that we think of ρ in terms of the numbers pkpρq, k ě 1 which completely determine it.
The meaning of the sλpρq, spλpρq, oλpρq now becomes transparent. One uses the Jacobi–Trudi iden-
tities (2.5) and (2.6) with ρ replacing X, X˜, Y . For sp and o one can also use (2.7). Finally if ω : ΛÑ Λ
is the involution ωppnq “ p´1qn´1pn then one has:
ωpsλq “ sλ1 , ωpspλq “ oλ1 . (2.12)
The Cauchy identities (2.8) become:
ÿ
λ
spλpρ`qsλpρ´q “ hsppρ´qHpρ`; ρ´q “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
pkpρqpkpρ1q
k
` p2kpρq
2k
´ p
2
kpρq
2k
˙
,
ÿ
λ
oλpρ`qsλpρ´q “ hopρ´qHpρ`; ρ´q “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
pkpρqpkpρ1q
k
´ p2kpρq
2k
´ p
2
kpρq
2k
˙
.
(2.13)
2.2 Free fermions and Fock space
We recall some standard material on the theory of discrete free fermions, useful for the study of Schur
measures [Oko01] and processes [OR03]. We follow the exposition of Okounkov [Oko01, Appendix A]
and Baker [Bak96] for what is needed on symplectic and orthogonal characters and functions—see also
[MJD00] and [Kac90, Chapter14] for the Schur case.
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The charged fermionic Fock space, denoted F , is the infinite dimensional Hilbert space spanned by
the orthonormal basis |Sy, where S Ă Z1 with |S X Z1`| ă 8 and |Z1´ ´ S| ă 8. We call the elements of
S particles. We also use the bra–ket notation throughout, denoting dual vectors by x¨|. A basis vector
|Sy could be seen as the semi-infinite wedge product |Sy “ s1 ^ s2 ^ s3 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ where s1 ą s2 ą s3 ą ¨ ¨ ¨
are the particle positions. States S are in bijection with pairs pλ, cq, where λ P P is a partition and c P Z,
via the following combinatorial boson–fermion correspondence:
pλ, cq ÐÑ Spλ, cq :“ tλi ´ i` 1{2` c, i ě 1u. (2.14)
Using this observation, we see that F “ ‘cPZFc where Fc is spanned by partitions λ of charge c.
We denote by |λ, cy the vector corresponding to the pair pλ, cq, and by |λy the vector in |λ, 0y P F0.
Throughout this note we will only be interested in the charge 0 subspace F0. The vector |0y, corresponding
to the empty partition (of charge 0), is called the vacuum vector (sometimes, the Fermi sea).
For k P Z1, define the free fermionic (Clifford) operators
ψk|Sy :“ k ^ |Sy, ψ˚k |Sy :“
#
p´1qi´1s1 ^ . . . si´1 ^ si`1 . . . , if k “ si for some i,
0, otherwise.
(2.15)
Informally, ψk tries to add a particle to the configuration S, while ψ
˚
k tries to remove one (with an
appropriate sign in both cases), and both kill the vector if a particle is there at site k (for ψk) or is absent
(for ψ˚). Furthermore, ψk and ψ
˚
k are adjoint under the inner product xλ, c|µ, dy “ δλ,µδc,d and satisfy
the canonical anti-commutation relations
tψk, ψ˚ℓ u “ δk,ℓ, tψk, ψℓu “ tψ˚k , ψ˚ℓ u “ 0, k, ℓ P Z1. (2.16)
The generating series of these operators, the so-called fermionic fields, are:
ψpzq :“
ÿ
kPZ1
ψkz
k
, ψ
˚pwq :“
ÿ
kPZ1
ψ
˚
kw
´k
. (2.17)
Observe that ψk|0y “ ψ˚´k|0y “ 0 for k ă 0.
The charge operator, defined as C :“ řkPZ` ψkψ˚k ´řkPZ´ ψ˚kψk acts diagonally on states C|λ, cy “
c|λ, cy and has F0 as kernel. The shift operator R takes Fc Ñ Fc`1 via R|λ, cy “ |λ, c` 1y.
We construct the bosonic operators αn as follows:
αn :“
ÿ
kPZ1
ψk´nψ
˚
k , n “ ˘1,˘2, . . . (2.18)
and for n “ 0, α0 “ C. We have α˚n “ α´n, and αn|0y “ 0, n ą 0. The bosons satisfy the Heisenberg
commutations
rαn, αms “ nδn,´m (2.19)
and commute thusly with the fermionic fields:
rαn, ψpzqs “ znψpzq, rαn, ψ˚pwqs “ ´wnψ˚pwq. (2.20)
Define the half-vertex operators Γ˘pAq by
Γ˘pAq :“ exp
˜ÿ
ně1
pnpAqα˘n
n
¸
(2.21)
where we recall pnpAq is the n-th Newton powersum in A “ pa1, . . . q. Γ´pAq is the adjoint of Γ`pAq. If
A consists of a single variable x, we write Γ˘pxq. Observe that Γ˘pAq “śaPA Γ˘paq, a consequence of
Γ`pAqΓ`pBq “ Γ`pBqΓ`pAq. (2.22)
The half-vertex operators act trivially on the vacuum and co-vacuum as follows:
Γ`pAq|0y “ |0y, x0|Γ´pAq “ x0|. (2.23)
Finally, implied by (2.19), by (2.20) and by the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula, we have the following
quasi-commutation relations:
Γ`pAqΓ´pBq “ HpA;BqΓ´pBqΓ`pAq (2.24)
and
Γ˘pAqψpzq “ HpA; z˘1qψpzqΓ˘pAq, Γ˘pAqψ˚pwq “ HpA;w˘1q´1ψ˚pwqΓ˘pAq. (2.25)
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Remark 1. These relations always make sense at a formal level; analytically (2.24) requires |aibj | ă 1;
for (2.25) we need factors of the form 1{p1 ´ aζq have |aζ| ă 1 to be expandable in power series of ζ
where ζ P tz˘1, w˘1u.
The half-vertex Γ operators commute with the charge (C) and shift (R) operators. They have skew
Schur functions as matrix elements:
xλ, c|Γ`pAq|µ, dy “ xµ, d|Γ´pAq|λ, cy “ sµ{λpAqδc,d (2.26)
The fermionic operators can be reconstructed from the half-vertex operators and the charge and shift
operators C and R (see e.g. [Kac90, Theorem 14.10]) via the so-called boson–fermion correspondence:
ψpzq “ zC´ 12RΓ´pzqΓ´1`
`
z
´1˘
, ψ
˚pwq “ R´1w´C` 12Γ´1´ pwqΓ`
`
w
´1˘
. (2.27)
In what follows, X “ px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N q, Y “ py1, . . . , yNq are alphabets, taken without loss of
generality to have the same number of letters. Recall that X˜ stands for one of X or pX, 1q. Following
Baker [Bak96], let
Γsp˘pXq “ exp
ÿ
ně1
1
n
ˆ
pnpXqα˘n ` α˘2n
2
´ α
2
˘n
2
˙
,
Γo˘pX˜q “ exp
ÿ
ně1
1
n
ˆ
pnpX˜qα˘n ´ α˘2n
2
´ α
2
˘n
2
˙
.
(2.28)
Γsp`{Γo` acts trivially on the vacuum while Γsp´{Γo´ on the dual vacuum: e.g., Γsp`pXq|0y “ |0y and
x0|Γo´pX˜q “ x0|. They satisfy more complicated quasi-commutation relations with Γ˘, ψ, ψ˚, which we
now provide along with a short proof for the benefit of the reader:
Proposition 2. We have the following quasi-commutation relations:
Γsp`pXqΓ`pY q “ Γ`pY qΓsp`pXq,
Γsp`pXqΓ´pY q “ HpX;Y qhsppY qΓ´pY qΓ´1` pY qΓsp`pXq,
Γsp`pXqψpzqΓ´1sp`pXq “ HpX; zqψpzqΓ´1` pzq,
Γsp`pXqψ˚pwqΓ´1sp`pXq “ p1´ w2qHpX;wq´1ψ˚pwqΓ`pwq,
Γo`pX˜qΓ`pY q “ Γ`pY qΓo`pX˜q,
Γo`pX˜qΓ´pY q “ HpX˜;Y qhopY qΓ´pY qΓ´1` pY qΓo`pX˜q,
Γo`pX˜qψpzqΓ´1o`pX˜q “ p1´ z2qHpX˜; zqψpzqΓ´1` pzq,
Γo`pX˜qψ˚pwqΓ´1o`pX˜q “ HpX˜;wq´1ψ˚pwqΓ`pwq.
(2.29)
Proof. We will prove the first four equations. The last four follow along similar arguments. We also
remark that the relations make sense formally; analytically they require similar conditions as in Remark 1.
The first commutation relation is immediate, as both Γ` and Γsp` only involve exponentials of
bosonic operators αn with n ą 0 and all such operators commute between themselves. The second
could be proved from the third as follows: first, via the boson–fermion correspondence (2.27) one has
ψpzq “ zC´1{2RΓ´pzqΓ´1` p1{zq; second, observing that R and C commute with everything else below
and that again Γ` and Γsp` also commute, the third equation implies
Γsp`pXqΓ´pzqΓ´1sp`pXq “ HpX; zqΓ´pzqΓ´1` pzq (2.30)
and so
Γsp`pXqΓ´pY qΓ´1sp`pXq “
Nź
i“1
Γsp`pXqΓ´pyiqΓ´1sp`pXq
“
Nź
i“1
HpX; yiqΓ´pyiqΓ´1` pyiq
“ HpX;Y qhsppY qΓ´pY qΓ´1` pY q
(2.31)
where for the last equality we have commuted all Γ´1` pyiq to the right and we have collected the terms
at the end. We now prove the third equation. We can write Γsp`pXq “ exppH1 ` H2 ` H3q where
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H1 :“ řně1 pnpXqn´1αn, H2 :“ řně1p2nq´1α2n, H3 :“ řně1p2nq´1α2n. The H ’s commute among
themselves as they only involve positive index bosons. Then equation (2.20) implies, via Baker–Campbell–
Hausdorff,
e
H1ψpzqe´H1 “ HpX; zqψpzq, eH2ψpzqe´H2 “ 1?
1´ z2ψpzq. (2.32)
Finally, for H3, notice that rα2n, ψpzqs “ znαnψpzq ` znψpzqαn “ z2nψpzq ` 2znψpzqαn where for the
first equation we have used rab, cs “ arb, cs ` ra, csb, while for the second we used (2.20) to write the αψ
term in reverse order. Therefore
rH3, ψpzqs “ ψpzqpapzq ´H`pzqq (2.33)
where apzq :“ log?1´ z2, H`pzq :“
ř
ně1 n
´1znαn “ log Γ`pzq. Inductively then we obtain
rH3, rH3, . . . rH3, ψpzqs . . . ss “ ψpzqpapzq ´H`pzqqn (2.34)
where above there are n open commutator brackets. Then, again using Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff, we
obtain
e
H3ψpzqe´H3 “ ψpzq ` rH3, ψpzqs ` 1
2!
rH3, rH3, ψpzqss ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ψpzqeapzq´H`pzq “
?
1´ z2ψpzqΓ´1` pzq.
(2.35)
Putting it all together yields the desired result. The fourth equation follows along similar computations
except we mention that the factor
?
1´ w2 survives, squared, owing to the commutation rαn, ψ˚pwqs “
´wnψ˚pwq. Also the Γ` operator appearing in the end is not inverted, as rH3, ψ˚pwqs “ ψpwqpapwq `
H`pwqq. We leave the details to the reader.
Remark 3. Similar quasi-commutations between Γsp´{Γo´ and Γ`, ψ, ψ˚ could also be written down.
The important fact about these twisted half-vertex operators is that they have symplectic and or-
thogonal characters as matrix elements [Bak96]:
spλpXq “ x0|Γsp`pXq|λy “ xλ|Γsp´pXq|0y, oλpX˜q “ x0|Γo`pX˜q|λy “ xλ|Γo´pX˜q|0y. (2.36)
3 Correlation functions
3.1 The symplectic and orthogonal character case
Assume X “ px1, x´11 , . . . , xN , x´1N q and Y “ py1, . . . , yN q satisfy the following inequalities:
1 ě x1 ě x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě xN ą y1 ě y2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě yN ě 0. (3.1)
and recall that X˜ stands for either X or pX, 1q.
Consider the following two measures on partitions (the dependence on parameters X,Y assumed
implicit):
msppλq “ spλpXqsλpY q
HpX;Y qhsppY q , mopλq “
oλpX˜qsλpY q
HpX˜;Y qhopY q
. (3.2)
These are true probability measures in view of the Cauchy identities (2.8), of the fact both sλ
(see [Mac95]) and spλ, oλ (see [KT87, Sun90]) can be written as generating series of semi-standard
tableaux with positive coefficients, and of the inequalities (3.1).
Let k1, . . . , kn Ă Z1 be particle positions. We are interested in the probability, under msp{o that the
particle configuration of λ has particles at these positions. These are the so-called n-point correlation
functions:
̺sp{opk1, . . . , knq :“ msp{optk1, . . . , knu Ă tλi ´ i` 1{2uq. (3.3)
Theorem 4. The measures msp and mo are determinantal:
̺sp{opk1, . . . , knq “ detrKsp{opki, kjqs1ďi,jďn (3.4)
with kernels
Ksppa, bq “
ż
z
ż
w
Fsppzq
Fsppwq
p1´w2q
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q
dzdw
p2πiq2za`3{2w´b`1{2 ,
Kopa, bq “
ż
z
ż
w
Fopzq
Fopwq
p1´ z2q
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q
dzdw
p2πiq2za`3{2w´b`1{2
(3.5)
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where
Fsppzq “ HpX; zq
HpY ; zqHpY ; z´1q , Fopzq “
HpX˜; zq
HpY ; zqHpY ; z´1q (3.6)
where the z and w contour are simple counterclockwise circles around 0 satisfying y1 ă |w| ă |z| ă xN .
Proof. We will prove the sp statement, the other being analogous. Throughout we use F for Fsp and Z
for the partition function HpX;Y qhsppY q. First notice, using xAy :“ x0|A|0y throughout, that
̺sppk1, . . . , knq “ 1
Z
C
Γsp`pXq
˜
nź
i“1
ψkiψ
˚
ki
¸
Γ´pY q
G
“ 1
Z
«
z
k1
1 . . . z
kn
n
w
k1
1 . . . w
kn
n
ffC
Γsp`pXq
˜
nź
i“1
ψpziqψ˚pwiq
¸
Γ´pY q
G (3.7)
since the projector ψkψ
˚
k picks out only the configurations satisfying k P tλi ´ i ` 1{2u. Here rzksf
denotes the coefficient of zk in f .
Let us start with the one point correlator:
1
Z
xΓsp`pXqψpzqψ˚pwqΓ´pY qy “ 1
Z
xΓsp`pXqψpzqΓ´1sp`pXqΓsp`pXqψ˚pwqΓ´1sp`pXqΓsp`pXqΓ´pY qy
“ p1´ w2q HpX; zq
HpX;wq xψpzqΓ
´1
` pzqψ˚pwqΓ`pwqΓ´pY qy
“ p1´ w2qHpX; zqHpY ;wqHpY ;w
´1q
HpX;wqHpY ; zqHpY ; z´1q xψpzqΓ
´1
` pzqψ˚pwqy
“ F pzq
F pwq p1´ w
2q
c
w
z
1
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q
(3.8)
with
F pzq “ HpX; zq
HpY ; zqHpY ; z´1q “
Nź
i“1
p1´ yizqp1´ yiz´1q
p1´ xizqp1´ x´1i zq
(3.9)
as desired and where in the last equality we have used the boson–fermion correspondence to evaluate
xψpzqΓ´1` pzqψ˚pwqy.
We can now perform a similar computation for the n-point correlator. Using the notation AdGpAq “
GAG´1 we have:
1
Z
C
Γsp`pXq
˜ź
i
ψpziqψ˚pwiq
¸
Γ´pY q
G
“
“ 1
Z
C˜ź
i
AdΓsp`pXqpψpziqqAdΓsp`pXqpψ˚pwiqq
¸
Γsp`pXqΓ´pY q
G
“
ź
i
p1´ w2i q HpX; ziq
HpX;wiq
C˜ź
i
ψpziqΓ´1` pziqψ˚pwiqΓ`pwiq
¸
Γ´pY q
G
“
ź
i
p1´ w2i qHpX; ziqHpY ;wiq
HpX;wiqHpY ; ziq
ź
iăj
Hpwi; zjq
Hpzi; zjqHpwi;wjq
ź
iďj
Hpzi;wjq
C˜ź
i
ψpziqψ˚pwiq
¸
Γ´pY q
G
“
ź
i
p1´ w2i qHpX; ziqHpY ;wiqHpY ;w
´1
i q
HpX;wiqHpY ; ziqHpY ; z´1i q
ź
iăj
p1´ zizjqp1´ wiwjq
ź
i,j
1
1´ ziwj
Cź
i
ψpziqψ˚pwiq
G
(3.10)
“
nź
i“1
p1´ w2i qHpX; ziqHpY ;wiqHpY ;w
´1
i q
HpX;wiqHpY ; ziqHpY ; z´1i q
ź
iăj
p1´ zizjqp1´wiwjq
ź
i,j
1
1´ ziwj
ˆ
dź
i
wi
zi
ź
iăj
pz´1i ´ z´1j qpwi ´ wjq
ź
i,j
1
1´ wiz´1j
“
ź
i
F pziq
F pwiq p1´w
2
i q
c
wi
zi
ź
iăj
pzi ´ zjqpwi ´ wjqp1´ wiwjq
ˆ
1´ 1
zizj
˙ź
i,j
1
p1´wizjqp1´ wiz´1j q
9
“ det
«
p1´w2i q
c
wi
zj
F pzjq
F pwiq
1
p1´ wizjqp1´wiz´1j q
ff
1ďi,jďn
where:
• the first equality is tautologically true due to cancellations from conjugation;
• the second equality is true due to the action of Γsp` on ψpzq, ψ˚pwq using Proposition 2;
• the third equality follows upon commuting all Γ˘1` ’s to the right where they are absorbed by the
vacuum;
• the fourth equality follows upon commuting Γ´pY q to the left where it is absorbed by the vacuum;
• the fifth equality follows from computing
@ś
i ψpziqψ˚pwiq
D
using e.g., the boson–fermion corre-
spondence (2.27) and the quasi-commutation between Γ` and Γ´;
• the sixth equality uses the definition of F from (3.9);
• and the last equality follows from using the following BC-type Cauchy determinant:
det
i,j
1
p1´wizjqp1´ wiz´1j q
“
ź
iăj
pzi ´ zjqpwi ´ wjqp1´wiwjq
ˆ
1´ 1
zizj
˙ź
i,j
1
p1´ wizjqpwiz´1j q
.
(3.11)
Passing to the correlation functions and using contour integrals to perform the coefficient extraction,
we obtain
̺sppk1, . . . , knq “
ż
z1
ż
w1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
zn
ż
wn
ź
1ďiďn
w
ki´1
i dzidwi
z
ki`1
i p2πiq2
det
1ďi,jďn
«
F pzjq
F pwiq
p1´w2i qw1{2i z´1{2j
p1´ wizjqp1´ wiz´1j q
ff
“ det
„ż
z
ż
w
F pzq
F pwq
p1´ w2q
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q
dzdw
p2πiq2zki`3{2w´kj`1{2

1ďi,jďn
(3.12)
where the contours in the first 2n-fold integral are simple counterclockwise circles centered around the
origin satisfying
xN ą |z1| ą |w1| ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą |zn| ą |wn| ą y1 (3.13)
while in the second equation the z and w contours satisfy the conditions in the statement of the theorem.
The second equation follows from the first by multilinearity of the determinant.
3.2 Another proof of Theorem 4
In this Section we give another proof of Theorem 4 based on Macdonald difference operators. The use
of such operators to compute observables for Macdonald measures/processes has been championed by
Borodin and Corwin in [BC14], but see also [BCGS16] for a more systematic approach. Using this
approach when one specializes to the case of Schur measures, the full determinantal correlations for
Okounkov’s [Oko01] Schur measure and the full pfaffian correlations for the (one free boundary) pfaffian
Schur measure have been computed by Aggarwal [Agg15] and Ghosal [Gho17] respectively. We follow the
approach of Ghosal [Gho17] since his computations, with minor modifications, will give rise to our result.
We note that while Ghosal obtains pfaffian processes, we of course are dealing with determinantal ones,
while using the same method with almost the same ingredients. This is by no means a coincidence and
was probably observed for the first time by Stembridge [Ste90, Section 7], and utilized to great success
by Baik and Rains [BR01a, BR01b].
Proof. (difference operator proof of Theorem 4) As usual, we prove the sp case, the o case following along
similar lines. We only sketch the main argument and refer to Section 4 of [Gho17] for the technical
details.
Consider the following difference operator, acting on symmetric functions in the alphabet Y “
py1, . . . , yN q:
Dq “
ÿ
i
ź
j:j‰i
qxi ´ xj
xi ´ xj Ti (3.14)
where Tifpy1, . . . , yi, . . . , yN q :“ fpy1, . . . , qyi, . . . , yN q. This is the 0 ă q “ t ă 1, r “ 1 version of the
q, t Macdonald difference operator DrN defined in the scriptures [Mac95, Chapter VI.3]. It has Schur
functions as eigenfunctions:
DqsλpY q “
˜ÿ
i
q
λi`N´i
¸
sλpY q. (3.15)
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Theorem 4.1 of [Gho17] gives the action of Dq on functions of the form
GpY q “
ź
iăj
fpyiyjq
ź
i
gpyiq (3.16)
for “simple” f, g. For Ghosal, fpyq “ p1 ´ yq´1, gpyq “ HpX; yq. For us, g is unchanged (with the
remark that X now also contains inverses of variables), while fpyq “ 1´ y is the reciprocal of Ghosal’s
choice—this later fact is the only difference between our approach and Ghosal’s. Notice that with our
choice, then GpY q “ hsppY qHpX;Y q is the partition function—let us hereinafter denote it Z, of the
symplectic Schur measure under consideration. We state the result, [Gho17, Theorem 4.1], using our
notation:
DqZ “ qNZ ¨
ż
C
1´ u2
1´ qu2
F pquq
F puq
du
2πiu
(3.17)
with (recall!) F puq :“ HpX;uqHpY ;uq´1HpY ;u´1q´1 and with C a disjoint union of contours Ci each
circling yi and nothing else and each having the property qCi lies outside Ci. Let us further use the
notation, for a function a defined on partitions,
xay :“ Emsppaq “
1
Z
ÿ
λ
apλqspλpXqsλpY q. (3.18)
Then, given equation 3.17, we have computed Z´1DqZ “
@ř
i q
λi`N´i
D
as a single contour integral.
Furthermore, by picking radii r1 ą r2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą rn ą 0 small enough and q1, . . . , qn smaller than 1, we
can compute—mutatis-mutandis as Ghosal has done in [Gho17, Theorem 4.4], the following:˜
nź
j“1
Dqj
¸
Z “ Z
ż
C1
. . .
ż
Cn
ź
1ďjălďn
pqjuj ´ qlulqpuj ´ ulqp1´ qjqlujulqp1´ ujulq
puj ´ qlulqpqjuj ´ ulqp1´ qlujulqp1´ qjujulq
ˆ
nź
j“1
F pqjujq
F pujq
qNj p1´ u2jq
p1´ qju2jqpqjuj ´ ujq
duj
2πi
(3.19)
where Cj are disjoint unions of contours Cji , each C
j
i a small circle of radius rj around yi such that qC
j
i
lies outside Cji for all i, j. The difference with [Gho17, Theorem 4.4] is simple: every factor there of the
form 1´ a that appears in the numerator (of the integrand) must be flipped and put in the denominator
in our case and vice versa. These factors come from the function f , which in our case is the reciprocal
of Ghosal’s. Note that with a bit of massaging the integrand above becomes
ź
1ďjălďn
puj ´ ulqpqjuj ´ qlulq
ˆ
1´ 1
qjqlujul
˙
p1´ ujulq
ź
1ďj,lďn
1
p1´ ulqjujqp1´ ulpqjujq´1q
nź
j“1
qNj p1´ u2j qF pqjujq
F pujq
duj
2πiuj
“
det
„
F pqjujq
F pulq
qNl p1´ u2l q
p1´ ulqjujqp1´ ulpqjujq´1q
duj
2πiuj

1ďj,lďn
(3.20)
where for the last equation we have used again the BC-Cauchy determinant (3.11). Further using the
multilinearity of the determinant and putting it all together yieldsC
nź
j“1
ÿ
i
q
λi`N´i
j
G
“ Z´1
˜
nź
j“1
Dqj
¸
Z
“ det
„ż
C
F pqjujq
F pulq
qNl p1´ u2l q
p1´ ulqjujqp1´ ulpqjujq´1q
dul
2πiul

1ďj,lďn
(3.21)
where C is as before and where we begin to recognize the form of the kernel we’re after. To now finish
the proof, if k1, . . . , kn P Z are particle positions3, the n-point correlation function is the coefficient ofśn
j“1 q
´kj´N
j in the above, and this can be achieved by n contour integrations on a contour C
1 around
zero of radius ă 1:
mspptk1, . . . , knu Ă tλi ´ iuq “
ż
C1
. . .
ż
C1
C
nź
j“1
ÿ
i
q
λi`N´i
j
G
nź
j“1
dqj
2πiq
N`kj`1
j
. (3.22)
3Note the absence of the 1{2 shift since we are not in Fock space anymore.
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We note that the factors qNj cancel. With the substitution zj :“ qjuj , wj :“ uj and noting that q´kjj “
w
kj
j z
´kj
j , we finally obtain, up to the unimportant 1{2 shift, the stated integrand of the kernel with one
difference: the contours are not the stated ones. However the contours we have here can be expanded into
the correct ones, without changing the value of the integral by a careful analysis—see [Agg15, Gho17]
for the details, as they are somewhat technical. This finishes the proof.
Remark 5. We compare and contrast the two proofs as follows. The difference operator proof of this
section is conceptually simple yet dealing with the contours of integration is rather involved, and indeed
we have referenced the original works for the details. The fermionic proof requires the heavy machinery of
Fock space, yet the contours fall out naturally from the quasi-commutations (2.24) and (2.25). However,
the difference operator proof yields observables in non-determinantal cases as well, and this was indeed
the original idea of Borodin and Corwin [BC14]. In particular, the equation (3.21) and its ilk are of
particular interest in determinantal and non-determinantal cases alike as they are Laplace transforms of
the particle positions and through them one can obtain edge asymptotics even in the absence of the full
n-point correlation function. The Fock space proof can be used for orthogonal purposes: investigating
the τ -function structure of correlation functions [Oko01, AZ13] and its relations to enumerative geometry,
matrix models, and the like. This has indeed been hinted at already by Baker [Bak96].
3.3 The lifted case
Fix two specializations ρ`, ρ´ and consider the following (possibly complex) probability measures on
partitions
msppλq “ spλpρ
`qsλpρ´q
Zsp
, mopλq “ oλpρ
`qsλpρ´q
Zo
(3.23)
where
Zsp “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
pkpρ`qpkpρ´q
k
` p2kpρ
´q
2k
´ p
2
kpρ´q
2k
˙
,
Zo “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
pkpρ`qpkpρ´q
k
´ p2kpρ
´q
2k
´ p
2
kpρ´q
2k
˙
.
(3.24)
Theorem 6. Assume that the specializations ρ˘ are such that k´1pkpρ˘q “ Oprk˘q for some constants
r`, r´ ą 0 with minp1, 1{r`q ą r´ ą 0. Then the measures msp and mo are determinantal:
msp{optk1, . . . , knu Ă tλi ´ i` 1{2uq “ detrKsp{opki, kjqs1ďi,jďn (3.25)
with correlation kernels given by
Ksppa, bq “
ż
z
ż
w
F pzq
F pwq
p1´ w2q
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q
dzdw
p2πiq2za`3{2w´b`1{2 ,
Kopa, bq “
ż
z
ż
w
F pzq
F pwq
p1´ z2q
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q
dzdw
p2πiq2za`3{2w´b`1{2
(3.26)
where
F pzq “ Hpρ
`; zq
Hpρ´; zqHpρ´; z´1q (3.27)
and the contours are simple closed counterclockwise curves around 0 such that
minp1{|w|, 1{r`, 1{r´q ą |z| ą |w| ą r´ ą 0. (3.28)
Remark 7. The conditions on the contours can be relaxed. We need that |wz|, |wz´1| ă 1 to be able
to expand the factors 1{p1 ´ wzq, 1{p1 ´ wz´1q in power series of wz,wz´1 respectively; we also need
conditions linking ρ˘ and z, w ensuring that Hpρ`; zq,Hpρ`;wq,Hpρ´; z˘1q,Hpρ´;w˘1q are finite and
expandable in power series of z, w, z˘1 and w˘1 respectively. One fairly general set of conditions that
works is, following [BBC`17], that the z contour should encircle 0 and all the negative poles of F but
none of the positive ones, while the w contour should encircle 0 and all the positive zeroes of F but none
of the negative ones. In addition, of course we need |w|´1 ą |z| ą |w|. Finally, if the partition function
(Zsp or Zo in our case) is finite, such contours will always exist. See, e.g., [BBC
`17] for more details.
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Proof. The Fock space proof of the case of alphabets, Theorem 4, goes through with the following
modifications. First one defines
Γ˘pρq “ exp
ÿ
kě1
pkpρq
k
α˘k, Γsp{o`pρq “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
pkpρq
k
αk ˘ α2k
2k
´ α
2
k
2k
˙
(3.29)
where in the second equation we take ` for sp and ´ for o. The quasi-commutations of equations (2.24),
2.25, and Proposition 2 still hold if one replaces the alphabets by arbitrary specializations and the proofs
are similar. With the obvious modifications in equations (2.26) and (2.36), we have that sλpρq, spλpρq,
oλpρq are matrix elements of Γ´pρq,Γsp`pρq,Γo`pρq respectively. Then the same steps as in the proof of
Theorem 4 can be taken for the present purposes, provided that all the H and hsp{o factors appearing
are finite. This fact manifests itself in our choice of contours.
Getting back to the case of specializations into alphabets, ρ` P tX, X˜u, ρ´ “ Y , we have a dual
version of Theorem 4. Let m1sp{o be the following measures:
m
1
sppλq “ spλpXqsλ1pY q
HpX;Y qhopY q , m
1
opλq “ oλpX˜qsλ1pY q
HpX˜;Y qhsppY q
. (3.30)
Again these are true probability measures provided for all i we have xi, yi ą 0, 1 ą yi due to the tableaux
definition of s, sp, o. Let k1, . . . , kn Ă Z1 be particle positions.
Corollary 8. The measures m1sp and m
1
o are determinantal:
m
1
sp{optk1, . . . , knu Ă tλi ´ i` 1{2uq “ detrKsp{opki, kjqs1ďi,jďn (3.31)
with kernels Ksp{o like those in Theorem 4 with
Fsppzq “ EpY ; zqEpY ; z
´1q
EpX; zq , Fopzq “
EpY ; zqEpY ; z´1q
EpX˜; zq ; (3.32)
with the w contour a counterclockwise circle around zero containing none of the points ´y˘1i ; the z
contour a counterclockwise circle around 0 containing all of the points ´x˘1i ; and with |w| ă |z| ă |w´1|.
Remark 9. The contours above clearly exist if, e.g., inequalities (3.1) are satisfied.
4 Gessel, Szego˝, Borodin–Okounkov for Toeplitz+Hankel
4.1 Gessel and Szego˝ formulae
Let fpzq be an integrable function on the unit circle having Wiener–Hopf factorization of the form
fpzq “ f`pzqf´pzq, f˘ “ eR˘ , R˘pzq “
ÿ
kě1
ρ
˘
k z
˘k (4.1)
and let fk be its Fourier coefficients: fpzq “
ř
kPZ fkz
k. Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume through-
out that
plog fq˘ :“ R˘ are bounded and
ÿ
kPZ
|k||plog fqk|2 “
ÿ
kě1
kp|ρ`k |2 ` |ρ´k |2q ă 8. (4.2)
We note that f can be thought of as a pair of specializations pρ`, ρ´q of the algebra of symmetric
functions via the formula
pkpρ˘q
k
“ ρ˘k . (4.3)
Denote fˇpzq :“ 1
fp´zq and recall the constants from (3.24), written in terms of the Fourier coefficients of
log f this time:
Zsp “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
kρ
`
k ρ
´
k ` ρ´2k ´
kpρ´k q2
2
˙
, Zo “ exp
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
kρ
`
k ρ
´
k ´ ρ´2k ´
kpρ´k q2
2
˙
. (4.4)
They are finite due to assumptions (4.2).
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Consider the following four Toeplitz+Hankel determinants (note the indexing starts from 0):
D
1
n “ detrfi´j ` fi`js0ďi,jďn´1,
D
2
m “ detrfˇi´j ´ fˇi`j`2s0ďi,jďm´1,
D
3
n “ detrfi´j ´ fi`j`2s0ďi,jďn´1,
D
4
m “ detrfˇi´j ` fˇi`js0ďi,jďm´1.
(4.5)
Remark 10. Such determinants have appeared before: in the enumeration of nonintersecting lattice
paths and plane partitions [Ste90]; in the context of random matrices from the classical groups [Joh97];
as distributions for symmetrized longest increasing subsequences in the work of Baik–Rains [BR01a];
and have been studied extensively from a Szego˝ asymptotics point of view in the works of Basor–
Ehrhardt [BE01, BE99, BE04, BE09, BE17], Forrester–Frankel [FF04] and Deift–Its–Krasovsky [DIK11].
Note the two constants Zsp, Zo are the same as EFIV and EFIII respectively in [BE09].
Theorem 11. We have the following Gessel-like formulae:
1
2
D
1
n “
ÿ
λ:ℓpλqďn
spλpρ`qsλpρ´q,
D
2
m “
ÿ
λ:λ1ďm
spλpρ`qsλpρ´q,
D
3
n “
ÿ
λ:ℓpλqďn
oλpρ`qsλpρ´q,
1
2
D
4
m “
ÿ
λ:λ1ďm
oλpρ`qsλpρ´q.
(4.6)
Proof. We use the Jacobi–Trudi identities for Schur functions sλpρq “ detrhλi´i`jpρqs “ detreλ1i´i`jpρqs
where if ℓpλq ď n the first determinant can be taken to be n ˆ n and if ℓpλ1q “ λ1 ď m the second
determinant can be taken to be mˆm. To prove the four identities we also recall corresponding Jacobi–
Trudi formulae for sp and o functions:
spλpρq “ 1
2
detrhλi´i`jpρq ` hλi´i´j`2pρqs
“ detreλ1
i
´i`jpρq ´ eλ1
i
´i´jpρqs,
oλpρq “ detrhλi´i`jpρq ´ hλi´i´jpρqs
“ 1
2
detreλ1
i
´i`jpρq ` eλ1
i
´i´j`2pρqs
(4.7)
where again the h- (respectively e-) determinants are nˆn (respectively mˆm) if ℓpλq ď n (respectively
λ1 ď m). We will prove the first identity, and make remarks about how to prove the second. The
remaining two are completely analogous and we omit the details. The idea, following Gessel [Ges90] and
Tracy–Widom [TW01], is to use the Cauchy–Binet identity. That is, let pAi,jq1ďiďn;1ďjă8 be the nˆ8
matrix Ai,j “ hj´ipρ`q, and pBi,jq1ďiă8;1ďjďn be the 8 ˆ n matrix Bi,j “ hi´jpρ´q ` hi`j´2npρ`q.
Then
detAB “
ÿ
L
detAL ¨ detBL (4.8)
where the sum is over all sets L “ tl1 ă l2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă lnu with 1 ď l1 and AL, BL are the nˆn submatrices
of A and B with columns (respectively rows) chosen from the set L. On the left hand side, if one writes
li´i “ λn`1´i and reverses rows and columns in both A and B (i.e., i, j ÞÑ n`1´i, n`1´j), one obtains,
via the h-Jacobi–Trudi formulae for Schur and symplectic Schur functions, 2
ř
λ:ℓpλqďn spλpρ`qsλpρ´q.
On the right, the matrix entry is
pABqi,j “
ÿ
kPZ
hk´ipρ`qhk´jpρ´q ` hk´ipρ`qhk`j´2npρ´q
“
ÿ
kPZ
hk´i`jpρ`qhkpρ´q ` hk´i´j`2npρ`qhkpρ´q, 1 ď i, j ď n
“
ÿ
kPZ
hk`i´jpρ`qhkpρ´q ` hk`i`jpρ`qhkpρ´q, 0 ď i, j ď n´ 1
(4.9)
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where: in the first equality we used hk “ 0 for k ă 0 to sum over Z; in the second equality we used the
substitutions k ´ j ÞÑ k and k ` j ´ 2n ÞÑ k for the first and second sums respectively; and in the third
equality we switched rows and columns and indexed from zero using pn ´ i, n ´ jq ÞÑ pi, jq. To obtain
D1n we are left to check the symbol (the function f) is the correct one. Calculemus:ÿ
s
ÿ
k
hk`spρ`qhkpρ´qzs “ Hpρ`; zqHpρ´; z´1q “ exp
ÿ
kě1
pρ´z´k ` ρ`k zkq “ fpzq (4.10)
as desired.
For the other determinants, things proceed similarly, except the matrix B changes in every case. For
D2m we use the e-Jacobi–Trudi formulae for Schur and symplectic Schur functions, and the matrix B is
given by Bi,j “ ei´jpρ´q ´ ei`j´2n´2pρ´q. At the end of an analogous computation, the symbol can be
computed as follows:
ÿ
s
ÿ
k
ek`spρ`qekpρ´qzs “ Epρ`; zqEpρ´; z´1q “ 1
Hpρ`;´zqHpρ´;´z´1q “
1
fp´zq “ fˇpzq (4.11)
as desired. For the third and fourth identities we list B in both cases: Bi,j “ hi´jpρ´q ´ hi`j´2n´2pρ´q
and Bi,j “ ei´jpρ´q ` ei`j´2npρ´q respectively and mention A is the Jacobi–Trudi h-matrix (for Schur
functions) in the third case, and the e-matrix in the fourth case.
Theorem 12. We have the following Szego˝-type asymptotics:
lim
nÑ8
1
2
D
1
n “ lim
mÑ8
D
2
m “ Zsp,
lim
nÑ8
D
3
n “ lim
mÑ8
1
2
D
4
m “ Zo.
(4.12)
Proof. Given Theorem 11 and as already observed by Tracy–Widom and Borodin–Okounkov [TW01,
BO00] in the context of Toeplitz determinants and the classical strong Szego˝ limit theorem, the limits
are consequences of the Cauchy identitiesÿ
λ
spλpρ`qsλpρ´q “ Zsp,
ÿ
λ
oλpρ`qsλpρ´q “ Zo. (4.13)
4.2 Borodin–Okounkov formulae
In [BO00] Borodin and Okounkov have proved that, roughly speaking, Toeplitz determinants are Fred-
holm determinants of a kernel that has an explicit double contour integral form. In this section we do
the same for (two of) the Toeplitz+Hankel determinants introduced in Section 4.1. The reader should
compare this with the Fredholm formulae given for these determinants in [BE09].
Theorem 13. We have:
D
2
m “ Zsp ¨ detp1´Kspqℓ2tm` 1
2
,m` 3
2
,... u,
1
2
D
4
m “ Zo ¨ detp1´Koqℓ2tm` 1
2
,m` 3
2
,... u
(4.14)
where Zsp{o are as in equation (4.4) and Ksp{o as in (3.26) and where we assume the same conditions
on ρ˘ as in Theorem 6.
Proof. We prove the sp statement, the other being analogous. As was shown in Section 4.1, D2m{Zsp is
the probability, under msp, that the partition λ has all its parts ď m or that the associated process has
a last particle at m ´ 1
2
. The latter is the stated Fredholm determinant since the associated process is
determinantal, as per Theorem 6, provided that the Fredholm determinant on the right is well-defined.
To show this and to somewhat simplify notation, we identify tm ` 1
2
,m ` 3
2
, . . . u with N in the
obvious way. Assume the contour integrals in K (either Ksp or Ko) are over circles of the form |w| “
r´, |z| “ r` with r´ ă r` ă 1{r´. We have r´ ă 1. Assume first we can take r` ą 1. Then as
Kpa, bq “ ş ş dzdwfpz,wqwbz´a with f continuous on the contours, we have, for some constant C, thatÿ
a,bě0
|Kpa, bq| ď C ¨
ÿ
a,bě0
r
b
´r
´a
` ă 8 (4.15)
showing K is trace class so detp1´Kqℓ2N is well-defined.
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For r` ă 1 the situation is slightly more complicated. Consider the conjugated kernel Kcpa, bq “
ra`r
´b
` Kpa, bq. Then detrKpki, kjqsi,j “ detrKcpki, kjqsi,j and detp1´Kcqℓ2N is finite, as can be seen from
a Hadamard-type argument. First, as before,
|Kcpa, bq| ď C ¨
ˆ
r´
r`
˙b
(4.16)
with r´{r` ă 1. We then have by Hadamard’s bound (see, e.g., [Rom15, Chapter 2.4]):ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
kě0
p´1qk
k!
ÿ
AĎN,|A|“k
detrKcpai, ajqsai,akPA
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ď ÿ
kě0
kk{2Ck
k!
ÿ
a1ě0
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
akě0
kź
i“1
ˆ
r´
r`
˙ai
“
ÿ
kě0
kk{2Ckp1´ r´{r`q´k
k!
ă 8.
(4.17)
This shows Kc is trace class with finite Fredholm determinant and finishes the proof.
Remark 14. We can also write 1
2
D1n and D
3
n as Fredholm determinants with kernels different from
Ksp,Ko via the particle–hole involution of e.g. [BOO00, Appendix] since upper bounds on the length of
the partition ℓpλq translate into lower bounds on the leftmost hole (absence of a particle) in the process
tλi ´ i` 1{2u and the latter are Fredholm determinants themselves.
Remark 15. The conditions on ρ˘ (alternatively on f) can probably be relaxed. We refer the reader
to [BE09] where this is discussed at length in a functional analytic language.
We can express the kernel Ksppa, bq in an alternate form, which we now describe. For that, for
a function gpzq, define g˜pzq :“ gp1{zq, and recall the Wiener–Hopf factorization f “ f`f´. We note
f˘ “ Hpρ˘; z˘1q. The function F appearing in Ksp is
F “ f`
f´f˜´
(4.18)
and we denote its Fourier modes by
´
f`
f´f˜´
¯
k
, k P Z. Let a1 “ a ` 1{2, b1 “ b ` 1{2 to define Ksp over
Z
2. Using the basic identity
w
z
1
1´wz´1 `
1
1´ wz “
p1´ w2q
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q (4.19)
we write—brackets standing for coefficient extraction:
Ksppa1, b1q “
«
za
1
wb
1
ff
F pzq
F pwq
˜ÿ
iě1
pwz´1qi `
ÿ
jě0
pwzqj
¸
. (4.20)
After expanding F pzq, 1{F pwq in Fourier series, we obtain
Ksppa1, b1q “
ˆ
f`
f´f˜´
˙
a1
ˆ
f´f˜´
f`
˙
´b1
`
ÿ
jě1
ˆ
f´f˜´
f`
˙
´b1´j
˜ˆ
f`
f´f˜´
˙
a1`j
`
ˆ
f`
f´f˜´
˙
a1´j
¸
. (4.21)
A similar manipulation can be done for Ko. To wit, if a
2 “ a ´ 1{2, b2 “ b ´ 1{2 and owing to the
identity
z
w
ˆ
1
1´ wz´1 ´
1
1´ wz
˙
“ 1´ z
2
p1´ wzqp1´ wz´1q , (4.22)
one obtains after similar computations
Kopa2, b2q “
ÿ
jě0
ˆ
f´f˜´
f`
˙
´b2´j
˜ˆ
f`
f´f˜´
˙
a2`j
´
ˆ
f`
f´f˜´
˙
a2´j
¸
. (4.23)
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5 Asymptotics of Plancherel-like measures
In this section we asymptotically analyze certain symplectic and orthogonal analogues of the Poissonized
Plancherel measure on partitions. We do this mostly to show, on simple if contrite examples, old and
new behavior that one generically expects asymptotically. We consider both bulk and edge scaling.
Fix a parameter θ ą 0. Let plθ be the Plancherel specialization of Λ defined on the Newton powersums
by p1pplθq “ θ and pkpplθq “ 0, k ě 2. It is alternatively defined by hnpplθq “ θn{n! for n ě 0. Consider
the signed measures Psp{o defined by
Psppλq “ exp
ˆ
´3θ
2
2
˙
¨ spλppl2θqsλpplθq, Popλq “ exp
ˆ
´3θ
2
2
˙
¨ oλppl2θqsλpplθq. (5.1)
These measures are symplectic and orthogonal analogues of the Poissonized Plancherel measure4. For
fixed θ they are not necessarily positive. However as |λ| increases Psp{opλq does become positive since
sp{oλppl2θq is a polynomial in θ with leading monomial θ|λ| having positive coefficient due to the Jacobi–
Trudi formulas (2.6) for sp and o.
An alternative description of these measures can be given as follows. Recall that for µ Ď λ, the skew
Schur function sλ{µ, evaluated at Plancherel, is
sλ{µpplθq “ θ|λ{µ| dimpλ{µq|λ{µ|! (5.2)
where dimpλ{µq is the number of standard Young tableaux of shape λ{µ, and |λ{µ| “ |λ|´|µ|. With µ “ 0,
dimλ is the dimension of the irreducible representation—indexed by λ—of the symmetric group S|λ|.
Generically, dimpλ{µq is also a dimension, that of the (reducible) representation of S|λ{µ| on homS|µ|pµ, λq
where we view µ and λ as the corresponding irreducibles of S|µ| and S|λ|—see [CSST10, Section 3.5] for
more details. Finally, using (2.7) with pl2θ replacing X, X˜ , we see that
Psppλq 9 θ|λ|dimλ|λ|!
ÿ
α
p´1q|α|{2p2θq|λ{α| dimpλ{αq|λ{α|! ,
Popλq 9 θ|λ|dimλ|λ|!
ÿ
β
p´1q|β|{2p2θq|λ{β| dimpλ{βq|λ{β|!
(5.3)
where the sums range over partitions α, β having Frobenius coordinates pa1, a2, . . . |a1 ` 1, a2 ` 1, . . . q
and pb1 ` 1, b2 ` 1, . . . |b1, b2, . . . q respectively.
Theorem 6 states the measures Psp{o are determinantal with kernels Ksp{o governed by the same
function F :
F pzq “ exppθpz ´ z´1qq “
ÿ
nPZ
z
n
Jnp2θq (5.4)
where Jn is a Bessel function of the first kind [Wat44]. We also note here that the function f from
Section 4 is
fpzq “ exppθp2z ` z´1qq “ exppθ
?
2pz
?
2` pz
?
2q´1qq “
ÿ
nPZ
pz
?
2qnInp2
?
2θq (5.5)
where In “ i´nJn is a Bessel function of the second kind.
Throughout this section we use the convention that the kernels Ksp{o are defined over Z ˆ Z 5 and
further assume that every quantity in need of being an integer is such without surrounding it with floor
brackets.
We start by examining the bulk behavior of both measures. As the argument is almost identical to
that of [Oko06, Theorem 3] or of [OR03, Theorem 2 and Corollary 3], we only sketch it. As θ Ñ 8, we
scale the entries a, b in the double contour integral representation of the kernel Ksp{opa, bq linearly:
a « αθ ` a, b « αθ ` b, a, b P Z, α P R fixed. (5.6)
We use the relations (4.19) and (4.22) to split each kernel into a sum of two integrals. The exponen-
tially dominant term in the asymptotics is exppθpSpzq ´ Spwqqq for the action
Spzq :“ z ´ z´1 ´ α log z. (5.7)
4The choice of 2θ inside sp{o is to facilitate the computations, but could be replaced by any other parameter different from
0, θ if one is willing to do a change of variables at the end. The empty specialization 0 for sp{o is also interesting, and related
to Section 7 of [Rai00], but we defer this to another time and space.
5As we have left Fock space long ago.
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The function S has two critical points z˘ “ 2´1pα ˘
?
α2 ´ 4q which are real if |α| ą 2 and complex
conjugate on the unit circle if |α| ă 2—the case |α| “ 2 corresponds to edge behavior and will be treated
separately.
Suppose we are in the complex case |α| ă 2, and let φ` :“ arg z` P p0, πq. On the unit circle |z| “ 1,
the function ℜSpzq ´ℜSpz`q is zero, with increasing value towards the interior of the unit circle if we’re
on the left of the vertical line connecting z˘, and increasing towards the exterior if we’re on the right
of said vertical line. Recall that in Ksp{o, the z contour is on the outside of the w contour, and we can
take without loss of generality the z contour outside of the unit circle and the w contour on the inside.
We then pass both the z contour and the w contour through the two critical points z˘ in the direction
of descent for z and ascent for w so that in the end, on the right of the vertical line connecting z˘, the
w contour is outside the unit circle and the z contour inside—on the left of said vertical line nothing
changes. The new integrals will converge exponentially fast to zero but in exchanging the contours we
will have picked up some residues. Due to equations (4.19) and (4.22), there are two types of residues.
The first is the classical one of [Oko06, Theorem 3] or of [OR03, Theorem 2 and Corollary 3] at wz´1 “ 1
or z “ w—corresponding to the first summand from (4.19) and (4.22)—and the contribution here is a
single contour integral over an arc connecting z` to z´, oriented bottom to top and passing to the right
of 0—let us call this contour γ. This is the discrete sine part, the integral in question converging to
1
2πi
ż
γ
w
b´a´1dw “ sinpφ`pb´ aqq
πpb´ aq :“ Ksinepa, bq. (5.8)
The second residue is at zw “ 1. If we’re doing the deforming with w first then we will hit all the poles
at w “ 1{z on a contour γ1 connecting z˘ from bottom to top which is inside the unit circle and to the
right of the origin. The corresponding residue
1
2πi
ż
γ1
expp2θpz ´ z´1 ´ α log zqqz´a´b´1dz (5.9)
will still converge exponentially fast to zero due to γ1 being in the area of descent of ℜS—inside the unit
circle and to the right of the vertical line connecting z˘. All in all if |α| ă 2, Ksp{opa, bq converges to the
discrete sine kernel Ksine of (5.8).
For α ą 2, z˘ are real, z` ą 1, 0 ă z´ ă 1. We can then just enlarge the z contour to pass through
z` and shrink the w contour to pass through z´ without ever exchanging the contours (or a contour with
its reciprocal). A simple inspection of ℜS shows that the resulting integral will go to 0. For α ă ´2 we
have z´ ă ´1, z` P p´1, 0q and if we enlarge the w contour (respectively shrink the z contour) so that
the w passes through z´ and z through z`, the resulting double contour integral will again go to 0 and
we pick up the possibly non-zero usual z “ w residue—exactly like in the case |α| ă 2 but now on a
whole circle around the origin. This residue is now 0 unless b “ a in which case it is 1. Both cases are
in accordance to and can be seen as limits of (5.8) for φ` “ π if α ă ´2 and φ` “ 0 if α ą 2.
We thus arrive at the following.
Theorem 16. Let ki “ αθ ` ai as θ Ñ 8 for fixed ai P Z, α P R. Then bulk correlations converge to
determinants of the discrete sine kernel:
Psp{optk1, . . . , knu Ă tλi ´ iuq Ñ det
„
sinpφ`pai ´ ajqq
πpai ´ ajq

1ďi,jďn
(5.10)
where φ` “ arg 2´1pα`
?
α2 ´ 4q.
We now examine the edge, when the action S has a double critical point at z “ 1 due to α P ˘2. For
clarity we take α “ 2, the case α “ ´2 following by symmetry.
Define the following kernels:
A
˘
2Ñ1px, yq : “
ż 8
0
Aipx` sqAipy ` sqds˘
ż 8
0
Aipx´ sqAipy ` sqds
“ 1p2πiq2
ˆż
γR
du
ż
γL
dv
exppu3{3´ yuq
exppv3{3´ xvq
1
u´ v ˘
ż
γR
du
ż
γL
dv
exppu3{3´ yuq
exppv3{3´ xvq
1
u` v
˙
“ 1p2πiq2
˜ż
γ1
L
dω
ż
γ1
R
dζ
exppζ3{3´ xζq
exppω3{3´ yωq
1
ζ ´ ω ˘
ż
γ1
L
dω
ż
γ1
R
dζ
exppζ3{3´ xζq
exppω3{3´ yωq
1
´pζ ` ωq
¸
(5.11)
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with the contours in the second equation defined as follows: γR goes from somewhere between expp´πi{3q¨
8 and ´i ¨ 8 at the bottom to somewhere between exppπi{3q ¨ 8 and i ¨ 8 at the top, while staying
to the right of iR; γL goes from somewhere between expp´2πi{3q ¨ 8 and ´i ¨ 8 at the bottom to
somewhere between expp2πi{3q ¨ 8 and i ¨ 8 at the top, while staying to the left of iR; γL stays closer
to the imaginary axis iR than ´γR so that the latter is completely to the left of the former; and finally
γ1L “ ´γR, γ1R “ ´γL. The contours γR, γL are those of Borodin–Ferrari–Sasamoto [BFS07], but we find
the primed ones more convenient in the sequel. The Airy function Aipxq is defined by
Aipxq “
ż
C
exp
ˆ
ζ3
3
´ xζ
˙
dζ
2πi
(5.12)
over the contour C which goes in a straight line from expp´πi{3q¨8 to 0 and then from 0 to exppπi{3q¨8.
Note we can deform C into any contour of the aforementioned form γR without changing the value of
the integral. Finally the equivalence between the first two lines is the simple evaluation pu ˘ vq´1 “ş8
0
expp´spu˘ vqq for ℜpu˘ vq ą 06, while for the last line pω, ζq “ ´pu, vq. A`2Ñ1, as defined by the first
two lines, is the usual Airy 2 to 1 kernel of [BFS07, Equation 2.7], while A´2Ñ1 is another such variant.
Theorem 17. Fix x, y P R and let
a « 2θ ` xθ1{3, b « 2θ ` yθ1{3, as θ Ñ8. (5.13)
Then
θ
1{3
Ksppa, bq Ñ A`2Ñ1px, yq, θ1{3Kopa, bq Ñ A´2Ñ1px, yq (5.14)
uniformly for x, y ranging over compact sets.
Proof. We give two proofs of this result, concentrating on the symplectic case and kernel. The orthogonal
case follows mutatis-mutandis.
The first proof, in which we sketch the main argument, is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1
in [BOO00]. For a more detailed exposition and much more, see the [Rom15, Chapter 2]—especially
Theorem 2.27. A computation similar to that at the end of Section 4 shows
Ksppa, bq “
ÿ
iě1
Ja`ip2θqJb`ip2θq `
ÿ
iě0
Ja´ip2θqJb`ip2θq,
Kopa, bq “
ÿ
iě0
Ja`ip2θqJb`ip2θq ´
ÿ
iě0
Ja´ip2θqJb`ip2θq.
(5.15)
We use Nicholson’s approximation—found in [Wat44, Section 8.43] but see [BOO00, Lemma 4.4] for
a recent elementary proof. We state the slightly stronger form of Johansson [Joh01, Lemma 3.9]. Given
M ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|θ1{3J2θ`xθ1{3p2θq| ď C exp
ˆ
´|x|
4
min
ˆ
1
4
θ
1{3
,
a
|x|
˙˙
, @x ą ´M ; (5.16)
lim
θÑ8
θ
1{3
J2θ`xθ1{3p2θq “ Aipxq, uniformly for x P r´M,Ms. (5.17)
Armed with this, we see that as θ Ñ8 the four sums of (5.15)
θ
1{3
ÿ
i
Ja˘ip2θqJb`ip2θq Ñ
ż 8
0
Aipx˘ sqAipy ` sqds (5.18)
following the same steps as in the proof of [BOO00, Proposition 4.4] or of [Joh01, Theorem 1.4]7. The
left hand side above becomes a Riemann sum for the right hand side to which it converges as θ Ñ8.
The second proof uses the method of steepest descent, much like the proof for the bulk. As again the
arguments are well established by now, we sketch them. Recall that in the integral representation of Ksp
we can take the contours to be |z| “ 1` δ, |w| “ 1´ δ for some small δ ą 0. The ratio z´awbF pzq{F pwq,
in the regime of interest, becomes
z´aF pzq
w´bF pwq «
exppθpz ´ z´1 ´ 2 log zq ´ xθ1{3 log zq
exppθpw ´ w´1 ´ 2 logwq ´ yθ1{3 logwq (5.19)
6It is because of this that γL stays to the right of ´γR.
7See also the pedagogical proof of Theorem 2.7(a) from [Rom15].
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Using the method of steepest descent with action S from (5.7), we pass the contours through the (tech-
nically close to the) double critical point z0 “ 1 such that locally outside 1, the z contour follows the
direction of steepest descent—makes angles ˘π{3 with the horizontal axis and is outside the unit circle,
while the w contour follows the direction of steepest ascent—angles ˘2π{3 and inside the unit circle.
The main asymptotic contribution comes from a θ1{3 neighborhood of the double critical point z0 “ 1.
Outside this neighborhood the integral vanishes exponentially if the z contour stays outside the unit
circle (so the real part of S is negative) and the w one inside—here and above we note S3pzq “ 2 ą 0
forces steepest descent for z and steepest ascent for w. We thus scale the z, w variables as
z “ exppζθ´1{3q, w “ exppωθ´1{3q. (5.20)
In this scaling we have
1´ w2
p1´ wz´1qp1´ wzq Ñ
2ω
pζ ´ ωqpζ ` ωq “
1
ζ ´ ω `
1
´pζ ` ωq (5.21)
while the integrand becomes
exppζ3{3´ xζq
exppω3{3´ yωq (5.22)
with dzdw{pzwq “ θ´1{3dζdω (it is because of this that we need to multiply the discrete kernel by
θ1{3). The contours have now the correct local behavior around 0 in the new coordinates ζ, ω and we
can continue them to 8 in the stated directions of γ1R for ζ and γ1L for ω at the cost of exponentially
negligible terms. The reader interested in more precise estimates and details can consult, e.g., [BFS07].
Putting it all together, we arrive at the stated (third line) expression for the limit kernel.
Remark 18. The kernels Ksp and Ko are related to one another by a duality—Macdonald’s involution
at the level of proofs. There should be a similar continuous duality between
A
`
2Ñ1px, yq “ 1p2πiq2
ż
γR
du
ż
γL
dv
exppu3{3´ yuq
exppv3{3´ xvq
2u
pu´ vqpu` vq (5.23)
and
A
´
2Ñ1px, yq “ 1p2πiq2
ż
γR
du
ż
γL
dv
exppu3{3´ yuq
exppv3{3´ xvq
2v
pu´ vqpu` vq (5.24)
but at the moment we cannot make this precise.
Remark 19. The same analysis for the original Poissonized Plancherel measure PP pλq9s2λpplθq yields
the Airy2 kernel A2px, yq “
ş8
0
Aipx ` sqAipy ` sqds in the edge limit. From this perspective A˘2Ñ1
should be viewed as type B and C analogues of A2. This also suggests A
˘
2Ñ1 should be universal for edge
behavior of symplectic and orthogonal measures—regardless of specializations, as long as the limiting
action S has a double critical point at the edge, much like A2 is universal for Schur measures with such
properties. Of course this is simply the consequence of the factors p1´w2qp1´wz´1q´1p1´wzq´1 and
p1´ z2qp1´wz´1q´1p1´wzq´1 present in the integrals for Ksp{o, replacing the usual factor p1´wz´1q
present in the case of Schur measures [Oko01].
As the finite discrete kernels are trace class and the A˘2Ñ1 kernels are conjugate to such, a computation
similar to that of the proof of Theorem 17 (see, e.g., [BOO00]) shows that if a “ 2θ ` θ1{3s then
ptrKqℓ2ta,a`1,... u “
ÿ
běa
Ksp{opb, bq Ñ “ptrA˘2Ñ1qL2ps,8q “
ż 8
s
A
˘
2Ñ1px, xqdx” (5.25)
where we take ` for sp and ´ for o. That is, Fredholm determinants converge to Fredholm determinants.
Remark 20. The Fredholm determinant detp1 ´ A`2Ñ1qL2ps,8q is the Tracy–Widom 2 to 1 distribution
of Borodin, Ferrari and Sasamoto [BFS07]. It exists because the kernel A`2Ñ1 can be conjugated to a
trace class kernel [BFS07, Appendix B]8 and cf. op. cit. it appears in the scaling of TASEP with
half-flat half-wedge initial conditions at the transition between the two halves. It also appears in the
scaling of the point-to-half-line last passage percolation with exponential weights, as per recent work of
Bisi–Zygouras [BZ17a, Theorem 2.1] and [BZ17b]. It interpolates between the Tracy–Widom GUE F2
and GOE F1 distributions.
We then have the following.
8A similar argument shows the existence of detp1´A´2Ñ1qL2ps,8q.
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Theorem 21. For n “ 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . fixed, the largest first n points of tλi ´ iu in the edge scaling of
Theorem 17 converge, in the sense of finite dimensional distributions, to the first n points of the A`2Ñ1
process for Psp and the A
´
2Ñ1 process for Po. In particular, we have:
lim
θÑ8
Psp
ˆ
λ1 ´ 2θ
θ1{3
ď s
˙
“ detp1´A`2Ñ1qL2ps,8q, lim
θÑ8
Po
ˆ
λ1 ´ 2θ
θ1{3
ď s
˙
“ detp1´A´2Ñ1qL2ps,8q.
(5.26)
6 Conclusion and future outlook
In this section we conclude by providing an outlook for where the techniques and results herein announced
might be useful.
First, on the Toeplitz+Hankel determinant side, both in [BR01a] and in [BE09] there are other
such determinants not considered here. In particular the latter discusses constants (in their notation)
EFI , EFII which are simple modifications of Zsp, Zo from above. One can expand these new constants
easily in Schur functions, call the coefficients of sλ e.g. sqλ, srλ and then provided one finds an appropriate
Jacobi–Trudi identity, the other results from [BE09] should follow.
Second, the symplectic Schur measure afore described, specialized in variables, is related, at least in
the continuous (exponential) limit, to last passage percolation in the so-called point-to-half-line regime,
as one can see in [BZ17b, BZ17a]. Along with the cited authors, we hope to clarify and address this in
a future note.
Third, it would be interesting to clarify the so-called integrable hierarchy behind the symplectic and
orthogonal Schur functions. Note Baker [Bak96] already discusses this in a limited yet informative way.
We do not know in particular if any interesting (to other branches of mathematics) τ -functions come out
of Baker’s construction.
Fourth, the symplectic and orthogonal measures from above, specialized with ρ` “ 0, yield Schur
measures described by Rains [Rai00, Section 7]. Our methods already recover Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 from
op. cit. Furthermore, simple back-of-the-envelope computations show the asymptotic behavior of such
measures (and the associated longest increasing subsequences) is governed by a bulk sine˘sine kernel
and an edge A˘2Ñ1 kernel. We address this in a future note.
Fifth, one can try to generalize our results to the case of a symplectic/orthogonal equivalent of the
Schur process [OR03]. While the dynamical correlations can be written down naively with minimal
effort, the lack of a symplectic/orthogonal branching rule compatible with the corresponding half-vertex
operators prevented the author from writing down the result. It is nonetheless possible some traction
could be gained here.
Sixth, the results herein obtained along with the work of Bisi–Zygouras [BZ17b, BZ17a] seem to
suggest certain otherwise thought to be pfaffian processes also have determinantal representations. In-
vestigating whether this extends to e.g. all pfaffian processes of [Rai00] would be worthwhile for a simple
counting reason: when dealing with pfaffians, one usually has a 2ˆ 2 matrix kernel the analysis of which
requires at least three different cases (for the diagonal and the 2, 1 entries). Determinantal processes
described so far only have one simple kernel. 1 ă 3.
Seventh, a combinatorial proof (of a disguised form) of the Szego˝ Theorem 12 above can be found
in [Deh07]—see also references therein. It uses Haar averages over the orthogonal and symplectic groups
whereas we use the Cauchy identity. Presumably a common framework for both would be that of Gelfand
pairs and vanishing integrals. We cannot further comment on this in any meaningful way at the moment,
but it is a point that deserves clarification.
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